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ABSTRACT 
 
This thesis is based off the children’s book Swimmy, by Leo Lionni. The story develops 
into a series of paintings serving as a grand illustration of the narrative. Swimmy is about 
a fish whose companions were all eaten by a big tuna fish and now journeys the sea 
alone. Eventually, Swimmy finds more fish like its own, and together they swim as one 
large fish-form, scaring away the big tuna fish. The moral of this story is of perseverance 
and cooperation, showing how working together can overcome insurmountable obstacles 
in the face of danger. This group of paintings follows characters on their journey to find 
new friends. They are confronted with conflicts forcing them to collaborate and morph 
into different combinations, creating evolved characters with new powers. These 
characters portray encounters between humans, animals, and nature. The conflicts arising 
between them take place in a Surreal landscape and explore notions of habitat 
destruction. Harm to the environment is paradoxically represented, depicting it as lethal 
for human survival while characterizing nature as an organism forever maintaining 
homeostasis, through means of plant lifeforms sprouting out from the ruins to offer 
protection. The scenery develops playfully with bright colors and simplified forms to 
appear non-threatening while depicting macabre scenes. The process in creating the 
imagery pulls from Surrealism and relies heavily on chance and imagination, creating a 
make-believe environment full of fantasy and imaginary characters 
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CONCEPT 
The concept for this thesis was developed from the storybook Swimmy, by Leo 
Lionni. Elements of Swimmy’s plot, narrative, and theme are interpreted and used in 
developing a series of paintings. The story is of an imaginary journey amongst archetypal 
characters working together to overcome the Hungry Fish.  
The characters partake on a journey similar to Swimmy’s. Characters move 
through paintings like chapters in a book, picturing the wonder and havoc of their world. 
They navigate, evolve, and band together to overcome the present danger, and ultimately 
find a new school of fish. The paintings are representative of the characters on their 
journey to find new fish, as well as the journey of the newly united fish-form on its way 
to scare the big fish away. Each journey presents conflicts the characters must triumph 
past.  
A purpose of these paintings is to pull the viewer out of their commonsensical 
world and place them in a space more lively and stimulating. Illustrations are full of 
fantasy and vibrant colors and reflect a youthful innocence customary in children’s 
books. These are intended to kindle a naïve curiosity and stimulate the imagination. The 
imagery in the work becomes antithetical, depicting unpleasant scenes and scary 
creatures in bright colors and simplified forms, drawing the viewer in while appearing 
non-threatening.  
In designing the imaginative world these characters live in, I create paradoxes 
filled with contradicting imagery and humor. These paradoxes often reference symbolism 
 from various sources, and when used together cultivate new meanings. This model is best 
explained by Lewis Carrol in Alice in Wonderland. 
“If I had a world of my own, everything would be nonsense. Nothing 
would be what it is, because everything would be what it isn't. And 
contrary wise, what is, it wouldn't be. And what it wouldn't be, it 
would. You see?” 
Many of the paradoxes embodied in the work focus on deconstructing preconceived 
notions of environmentally destructive forces; such as mass consumption, deforestation, 
and pollution. They are meant to entertain and puzzle; while also making one think over 
the human connection to the environment in an innovative way. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
SUBJECT MATTER 
The compositions comprise of imagery implying a narrative: characters, setting, 
and plot communicate this. The scenes depict interactions between characters, activities 
damaging the environment, and paradoxical situations putting characters in a state of 
choice. The subject matter illustrates natural landscapes, animals, and people in everyday 
life. The imagination mainly generates these images, and they are crafted with simple 
abstracted forms, allowing for various ideas to easily fuse, resulting in blended forms and 
enigmatic symbols with multiple meanings.  
The settings in the paintings are natural landscapes overrun by characters of all 
sorts. Androgynous anthropoid forms —crossed between humans, animals, objects, and 
multi-faced amorphic forms— build the characters. Anthropomorphized animals are 
intended to heighten the sense of empathy towards them and the viewer. 
Hieratic scaling shows the thematic importance of the figures. This is where size 
and compositional placement expresses the significance and attributes of the figures. For 
example, larger characters naturally represent a greater sense of importance and/or 
power. 
The characters in these thesis paintings express a psychological state. Color, 
texture, symbolism, and energetic gestures represent emotions/moods/thoughts. The 
colors reference art historical sources for symbolization. For example, figures the color 
green can represent regeneration, as it was used symbolically in ancient Egyptian 
artworks. Colors also represent naturally occurring phenomenon. For instance, blue 
 comes to represent water and the sky, black –space and technology, and green –plants 
and natural landscapes. The colors of forms are often single-hue bold colors and pair 
images together, used to guide the viewer’s eye through the composition.  
Similar symbols and images from a large number of sources across cultures and 
time are subsequently recurring to develop a symbols depth. When a symbol repeats 
itself, it references a previous meaning while simultaneously adding a newly discovered 
connotation. This is an expressively repetitious process, often naturally creating 
duplicates and triplicates. Repeating with duplicates and triplicates allows for analyzation 
of disparity between parallel images, allowing eyes to jump between images, creating 
active participation and direction to related imagery. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
INFLUENCES 
 
 Multiple sources influenced the body of work created for this thesis. Inspirations 
for the paintings include nature, surrealism, mass media, and art history. There are also a 
great deal of art and artists inspiring me and affecting the style and imagery within the 
paintings. 
 Nature is the primary inspiration. Analyzing dimensions and shapes in nature 
creates the outlines of forms. Nature is represented throughout the paintings, as 
landscapes, symbols, and parts of characters. There is imagery derived from copying 
trees and plants, as well as developed from looking at clouds and analyzing the images 
seen within their formations. Cloud gazing is an endless source of original material to 
spark creative thought, similar to Surreal techniques examining randomly generated 
images. 
For the Surrealists, enabling the unconscious mind and interpreting dreams seeks 
to eliminate the discrepancy between the dream-world and the real-world. The artwork 
itself is the medium by which these multiple realms can blend themselves to create 
something seemingly random but full of insight. Many images in this thesis originate 
from interpreting dreams, as well as an unconscious free-association of automated 
imagery.   
New forms of media –cartoons, video games– while not traditional sources of 
artistic inspiration, excel in the area of character development and giving life-like 
 attributes to inanimate 
objects. Compositions from 
these forms of media also 
contain numerous artistic 
properties that construct 
fascinating compositions.  
An example of this 
is Figure 1 serving as 
inspiration for the Hungry Fish painting. Both imagery and aspects of the composition 
inform the work. Imagery can also be created sporadically from mental images derived 
from a range of media viewed in past time.  
Furthermore, the central art historical influences of this thesis are paintings 
produced during the Amarna period in 
Ancient Egypt, drawings by Unica Zürn, 
and paintings by Jan Matejko. 
The Amarna period in Ancient 
Egypt lasted between (1353 BC -1334 
BC), and is best known for its deviation 
from the artistic norms of previous 
dynasties.  The proportions of their 
figures are atypical, yet beautiful; I 
specifically admire their practice of using 
elongated androgynous forms to 
Figure 1: Final Destination, Super Smash Bros. Meele 
Figure 2: Akhenaten and His Family to the Aten 
 represent the human body. Their figures also have a relief giving off a sculptural effect, a 
concept I mimic with built up layers of paint. These features heavily inform the design of 
the characters in the thesis.  
Compositions and symbols from Amarna artworks are also represented in the 
paintings and influence the hierarchical relationships among characters. The composition 
in Figure 2 is mirrored in Suppository Vaporizers, as well as the image of the sun disc 
Aten, presented as a disco ball bearing gifts.  
Unica Zürn was a Surreal artist during the 
50s and 60s and created countless intricate drawings 
of fantastic imaginative landscapes, dreamlike 
plants, and multi-faceted forms. She employed a 
large assortment of automatic techniques in the 
creation of her pictures, resulting in an array of 
organic shapes and faces. Her drawings Figure 3 
and Figure 4 show 
these techniques. Her method of deconstructing forms 
and building figures by repetitious mark making 
profoundly informs my process of character creation.  
Jan Matejko was a 19th Century Polish painter 
celebrated for portraying historical events in a 
wondrous emotional fashion. His paintings have an 
intensity of color that evokes a strong emotional 
response. I find this admirable and try to emulate his 
Figure 3: Untitled, Unica Zürn 
Figure 4: Untiled, Unica Zürn 
 use of color within my own work. Figure 5 is a painting by Matejko exemplifying this 
color concentration. This specific use of bright red is also imitated within the middle 
figure in the painting Suppository Vaporizers. 
 Matejko also possesses the ability to communicate ideas through his characters. 
There are always messages portrayed through their actions and posture. Imagery and 
compositions of his paintings are also influential, as the pyramid structure and mingled 
characters of Figure 6 informs the composition of the Red Fish painting.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Stańczyk, Jan Matejko 
Figure 6: Battle of Grunwald, Jan Matejko 
  
 
 
 
PROCESS 
 
The process for creating the illustrations for this thesis develops from doodling 
and automatism, where vibration is how forms display themselves and each image acts as 
a building block for what comes next.  
Much of the content generates through the imagination and images first start to 
materialize after a series of unconscious strokes. Free association and intuitive mark-
making create forms resembling faces, plants, and other organic shapes. Catherine Lacey 
epitomizes this creation of forms in Nobody is Ever Missing, expressing existence as:  
“but a series of movements, not a life, but a shake.”  
After examining what has been created, multiple mental images from various sources are 
then visually translated onto the canvas. This process results in unique forms that are a 
combination of the original shape plus any number of images stemming from what was 
seen through the unconscious mark-making.  
Imagery is also derived from mistakes. Loose lines and forms stylistically unfit 
with the composition either become new images or a continuation of the forms they are 
connected to. Working directly from mistakes offers a route to follow allowing for 
originality and chance. Basically, it provides opportunities for accidents and intuition that 
greatly influence the end product.  
There is a wide variety of methods and instruments used in applying the paint. 
Some methods borrow from Surrealism. Processes used in Surrealism help to create an 
environment with a dreamy impression. The techniques rely heavily on chance and 
 imaginative responses to random imagery, and are an approach to kick-start the 
imagination and generate interesting compositions. The main Surreal techniques used in 
this thesis are bulletism, automatism, and indecipherable writing.  
Bulletism is the technique of randomly splattering paint or ink onto a surface and 
using the resulting images as inspiration. In the thesis paintings, paint is manipulated by 
being thrown, splashed, and poured across the 
canvas. These forms are either left alone or 
become the structural basis for new figures. 
Bulletism is a Rorschach-like approach to activate 
the subconscious mind into recognizing imagery in 
randomly generated forms. Figure 7, by Surreal 
artist Salvador Dalí, shows an example of this 
technique. Here, some of the ink drops appear left 
alone, while others transform into images.  
Automatic drawing, a form of automatism 
seen in Figure 8, is the method of suppressing the conscious control of mark-making and 
allowing for unconscious gestures to freely create images. This method seeks to unlock 
the unconscious mind and release the unbridled imagination, but also heavily relies on 
random chance. The images created through this process can either be left alone or used 
to arouse further ideas.  
Figure 7: Canita Tuba in Sion, 
Salvador Dalí 
 Indecipherable writing —a particular form of automatism— was commonly used 
in this thesis and is verbally illegible writing. An example of this process is seen in 
Figure 8, where artist Hilma af Klint’s writing system contains aspects of a written 
language, as well as aspects of a musical language. This makes it impossible to verbally 
understand or read, yet still possesses great meaning and is visually symbolic. The 
writing I develop is similar and created by crossing English, Chinese, and pictographic 
characters. The resulting symbols are sometimes left by themselves and are at other times 
fused within characters. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9: The Ten Largest No. 6, Hilma af Klint Figure 8: 001, Harm van den Dorpel 
  
 
PAINTING DESCRIPTIONS
 
Hungry Fish (oilstick and acrylic on canvas) 
This painting is the scene of Swimmy-esqu characters fending off the big fish. 
The big fish represents the sensations of hunger and desire, composed of a boulder 
attached with fangs and wearing a cowboy hat —symbols used to personify the fish as a 
reckless creature— spiraling out of control and ready to consume anything in its path. 
There are four archetypal Swimmy characters that are the color lavender, 
symbolizing youth and royalty, and are existent in each painting. The disparity in the 
proportions of the characters creates a David vs. Goliath scenario, forcing the characters 
to work together and evolve through the paintings.  
 Robot Cleaver (mixed media on canvas) 
This painting depicts the scene of an animal harvest. The characters have literally 
become what they eat, portrayed as humans crossed with commonly consumed animals. 
In the center is a representation of moloch, an evil hybrid cow-human entity associated 
with sacrifice, portrayed in this painting as a butcher being caught red-handed. There is a 
tag and septum ring attached to the ear and nose of the creature showing it as traded, 
domesticated livestock.  
Some of the characters are willingly walking towards the idol’s furnace, 
symbolizing giving into destructive hedonisms, while others are in the process of stealing 
moloch’s horn and butchers knife. This creates the decision of feeling sensitivity for the 
character or maintaining an impression of malevolence.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Alien Satellites (mixed media on canvas) 
This painting explores communication with extra-terrestrials. It outlines Earth’s 
ability to peer far into space while also becoming the subject of cosmic monitoring from 
superior alien satellites. The painting borrows compositional structures from TV and 
video games to create viewpoints from multiple perspectives and to offer relatable 
imagery; such as a scoreboard and first-person cross-hair. The characters in this piece are 
portrayals of alien species, online avatars, and cyborg creatures.  
The most noticeable figure is a paradoxically designed maniac, at first portrayed 
as alone and scared as well as deranged and obnoxious; complete with skin blemishes, 
forehead tattoo, and squidward nose. The rings around the eyes of the individual are used 
to show direction of sight. These colors flow in a linear direction through the 
composition.  
 Suppository Vaporizers: (mixed media on canvas) 
This painting looks into intoxication and drug use as it is currently being 
combined with newer and more powerful technology. The composition follows an 
imaginary manufacturing process for a suppository vaporizer, finalizing with a flamingo-
doctor administering the devices to the other characters. The characters in the painting 
use them recreationally to achieve new, unimaginable highs.  
The drugs get selected from a smart-device, climbing up the bodies and becoming 
eyeball characters, symbolizing how the drugs we take are the lens which we perceive the 
world through. The chemical drugs of choice are released at a constant and controllable 
rate. There are numerous mythical deities on the same level as humans and animals, 
creating a paradox of people reaching a godlike status while concurrently bringing down 
worshipped beings to a human level. 
 Red Fish (oilstick on canvas) 
The entirety of the canvas is a singular melded form of built-up puzzle piece 
characters. It represents all the characters swimming as one unified fish. They are all 
connected by a flowing red form —symbolizing blood— bonding them together. Imagery 
is referenced from an array of sources; mostly cartoons, books, games, artwork, music, 
and mythology. The overlapping layers collide with each other, connecting the forms and 
creating multifaceted figures.  
There is an overabundance of stimuli being thrown at the viewer, intended to be 
informative as well as distracting. This overabundance of color and choice keeps one in a 
state flux, organizing imagery, and constantly searching for a resolution.  
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Swimmy, by Leo Lionni 
 
A happy school of little fish lived in a 
corner of the sea somewhere.  
They were all red. Only one of them was 
as black as a mussel shell.  
He swam faster than his brothers and 
sisters. His name was Swimmy. 
One day a tuna fish, swift, fierce and 
very hungry, came darting through the 
waves.  
In one gulp he swallowed all the little 
red fish. Only Swimmy escaped. 
He swam away in the deep wet world. 
He was scared, lonely, and very sad. 
But the sea was full of wonderful 
creatures, and as he swam from marvel 
to marvel Swimmy was happy again. 
He saw a medusa made of rainbow 
jelly… 
A lobster, who walked about like a 
water-moving machine… 
Strange fish, pulled by an invisible 
thread… 
A forest of seaweeds growing from 
sugar-candy Rocks… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An eel whose tail was almost too far 
away to remember… 
And sea anemones, who looked like pink 
palm trees swaying in the wind. 
Then, hidden in the dark shade of the 
rocks and weeds, he saw a school of fish, 
just like his own. 
“Let’s go and swim and play and SEE 
things!” he said happily. 
“We can’t,” said the little red fish. “The 
big fish will eat us all.” 
“But you can’t just lie there,” said 
Swimmy. “We must THINK of 
something.” 
Swimmy thought and thought and 
thought. 
Then suddenly he said, “I have it!” 
“We are going to swim all together like 
the biggest fish in the sea!” 
He taught them to swim close together, 
each in his own place, and when they 
had learned to swim like one giant fish, 
he said, “I’ll be the eye.” 
And so they swam in the cool morning 
water and in the midday sun and chased 
the big fish away. 
 
 
Figure 10: from Swimmy, Leo Lionni 
